
Triple GlazinG SoluTion

Whilst the Twentyfour-seven 
system can achieve impressive 
Window Energy Ratings and  
U-values with double glazed units 
we also offer the opportunity to 
upgrade to triple glazed units.

Capable of achieving a U-value of 0.8 with 

standard specification components the 

Twentyfour-seven Triple 

Glazed solution also 

has the benefit of 

providing greatly 

improved acoustic 

performance.

 Capable of achieving a U-value of 0.8

 Improved acoustic performance

 Maintains slim attractive appearance of a fully 

sculptured system

 Full range of hardware available to order with 

the profile

 Can be used in a wide range of window and 

door styles including casement, tilt/turn, pivot, 

French, residential doors and tilt/slide patio 

doors 

 RCM reinforcement

 Available in White, Rosewood and Light Oak 

from stock and the full range of Options foils 

available to order

Features at a glance
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The Twentyfour-seven system from  
Swish is one of the most modern and 
energy efficient profile systems available. 

C Window Energy Ratings may be a minimum standard 

requirement now but why settle for just a C rating? 

With Twentyfour-seven, you can fabricate the full range 

of windows including the new A+ rating..

In addition we offer a unique tool 

to allow you to demonstrate 

compliance on any number of 

window specifications. Our easy to 

use, U-ComplyN calculator, is 

an online tool which allows 

fabricators to calculate the 

thermal performance of an 

unlimited number of window 

specifications.
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RCM Reinforcement

Swish’s revolutionary RCM recycled composite material 

reinforcement is the environmentally sustainable 

alternative to steel or aluminium. It is also more 

workable than steel and its use reduces factory noise 

levels. Above all else, using RCM lifts the recycled 

content of Twentyfour-Seven frames to around 22%, 

above the 20% target set by the BRE for products  

used in newbuild projects.
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achievinG enerGy raTinGS wiTh SwiSh

10

conServinG reSourceS

Twentyfour-Seven benefits from Swish’s experience, 

particularly in PVC-U recycling, to set the benchmark  

for sustainable PVC-U products. It can be used to  

create frames for everyday installations that have  

a recycled content of 22% - in excess of the BRE’s 

guidelines – and in certain newbuild applications  

up to 30%.When combined with the appropriate  

glass the five chamber construction can easily achieve  

a Class A energy rating. 

Twentyfour-Seven also conserves your resources.  

Its clever labour-saving features mean you need less 

man-hours to make and fit every frame.

Within a few short years issues of 
environmental sustainability have come 
to touch every aspect of our lives.  
Twentyfour-Seven is the first PVC-U 
window and door system that has been 
specifically designed to reduce energy 
and conserve raw materials.

When we designed Twentyfour-Seven  
we took a clean sheet of paper and  
listed our priorities. For fabricators and 
installers the new system needed to be 
cost-effective and labour-saving, so  
we built in innovative fabrication and 
installation features learnt from our 
experience of making and fitting frames. 

For homeowners we have made Twentyfour-Seven 

attractive, with slim sightlines. We also used our  

multi-million pound investment in environmentally 

sustainable PVC-U technology to make the range 

energy efficient. 

All of which adds up to a window and door system 

purpose-made for modern fabricators, installers  

and homes. 
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Sustainable Design

TwenTy four Seven SySTem

Twentyfour-Seven conserves 

the earth’s resources. Its five 

chamber, 70mm front to back 

design minimises energy use in the 

home and its high level of recycled 

content in the RCM reinforcement 

means it uses fewer raw materials 

during production. As a PVC-U 

product it also has a   35 year 

lifespan after which it can be 

recycled up to 10 times to give  

a total life of 350 years.

Recycled Material

The combination of innovative components within  

the Twentyfour-Seven system, like RCM reinforcement, 

mean that the range can achieve a 22% recycled 

material rating for most window applications, and  

up to 30% for newbuild projects. This exceeds the BRE’s 

target of 20% and is amongst the highest  

levels in the industry.

The Swish Difference 

  40 years experience and brand presence 

in PVC-U home improvements 

  Your business matters to us, whatever 

your size: we support you every step  

of the way

  Improve your conversion rates and 

average order value with the only 

recognisable retail brand available from 

any systems company

  Practical, proven marketing techniques 

bring you more customers prepared to 

pay a premium   

  Make the windows you need  

for the markets you serve
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Sustainable Design

With Twentyfour-Seven we have applied everything 

that we’ve learned about manufacturing and installing 

frames over 40 years. Our intelligent PCE gasket cuts 

factory processes and adds none back in. It also creates 

a superior weatherseal that improves installation 

performance. Elsewhere, localised profile thickening 

improves hardware anchorage and our single leg beads 

– which we introduced 20 years ago – just click  

into place. 

Labour-Saving  
Fabrication & Installation

Twentyfour-Seven  
at a glance

  70mm five chamber design throughout

  Complete range of window styles – 

casement, tilt/turn, French

  Complete range of door styles – French,  

in/out residential, tilt/slide patio

  Specialist triple glazing solution 

available 

  PCE low line gasket system

  Bead to profile joint and feature  

edge throughout

  RCM reinforcement available

  Dedicated hardware range can  

be ordered with profile

  24, 28mm and 44mm glazing options

  J-type single leg glazing bead  

for click-fit installation

  Swish-branded protective tape

  Rosewood on brown and Light Oak  

on caramel as well as on-white  

foil options

  Complete range of ancillaries
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frame options

The system features five chamber 70mm front-to-

back construction and can be used to manufacture 

casements, tilt/turns and French windows as well as 

inward and outward opening residential doors, French 

doors and tilt/slide patio doors. 

Twentyfour-Seven can be used to 
manufacture virtually any frame for 
virtually any property. Its slim sculptured 
sightlines are designed for easy 
manufacture and easy-clean maintenance. 

Chartwell Green Hazy Grey Slate Grey Steel Blue Anthracite Grey

Anthracite Grey  
(Flat)

Dark Green Black Brown Agate Grey Mahogany

Cream (PX) Irish Oak Siena PR Dark Red White (PX)

Light Oak Rosewood

Twentyfour-Seven is available in white, Rosewood on 

brown and white and Light Oak on caramel and white 

from stock. In addition our unique Options range gives 

you a further fourteen colour choices especially developed 

to appeal to the modern homeowner. 
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Materials specification

Twentyfour-Seven fully complies to the 

requirements of BS EN 12608: 2003 for 

the specification for high impact PVC-U.

All other materials used meet the relevant  

industry standards.

key system  
features

Localised profile thickening 

for excellent hardware 

anchorage

Click-fit single leg J bead

 

RCM eco-friendly  

reinforcement

Self-locating  

dedicated  

hardware range

Five chamber 

70mm energy 

efficient design

Deep drainage furrow

PCE gasket reduces 

manufacturing 

times & improves 

weatherseal



Casement windows
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  Fully sculptured 5 chamber profile suite

  Complete range of window styles – casement,  

tilt/turn, French

  Identical internally glazed sash and externally  

glazed frame feature

  Dedicated clip floating mullion

  10mm seal overlap on all casement sashes to 

increase weather performance

  All sashes accept 22mm back set locks

  Bespoke heritage horns

  PCE Low line gasket

  RCM and Steel reinforcement options

  24 and 28mm double glazing and 44m triple  

glazing options

  Single leg glazing bead for click fit installation

 * Maximum  Maximum  
  Width Height 
 
 Side  
 hung  740mm 1340mm  
 sash   
 
 Top  
 hung  1240mm 1240mm  
 sash 

The Twentyfour-Seven system can be used to produce 

almost any shape or size window in common usage.   

A sample range of styles and the size limits are shown 

in the table below.

The maximum dimensions shown may vary depending 

on the location of the installation and the local wind 

speed. The size of the window is governed by the 

limiting deflection of the glass and hardware size/ 

weight limitations and this will define the maximum 

length of the mullion/transom and the glass area.

Features at a glance Maximum and Minimum Sizes

*  Notes: Minimum height/width of sash 350mm.
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residential doors

The Twentyfour-Seven system includes dedicated 

hardware to enhance security and simplify fabrication  

and installation.

Dual position reinforcement allows the hardware  

to be fixed direct into the reinforcement for  

enhanced security when required.   

  Five chamber system

  Complete range of door styles – French,  

Open In/Out residential, tilt /slide patio

  Fully sculptured suite

  Identical internally glazed sash and externally 

glazed frame feature

  Dedicated clip floating mullion

  Screw ported aluminium for mechanical jointing

  RCM and Steel reinforcement options

 24, 28 and 44mm glazing options

  Rosewood, Light Oak and White available as 

standard, plus additional 9 colours as part of 

the Options range

  Dedicated triple glazing solution also available

Features at a glance Hardware



sCulptured system
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X835 - TRANSOM/MULLION
Reinforcement Options:

S842 (Light)
S835 (Heavy)
A835SP (Screw Ported)

'T'

66 62

70

X855 - TRANSOM/MULLION'T'
Reinforcement Options:

S855 (Light)
S862 (Stepped)
S841 (Heavy)
A855SP (Screw Ported)

4448

70

X840 - EXTRA LARGE FRAME
Reinforcement Options:

RCM839
S840 (Stepped)
S847 (Light Box)
259019 (Stepped RCM 1.9M)

57

55

70

X842 - TRANSOM/MULLION'Z'
Reinforcement Options:

S842 (Light)
S835 (Heavy)

64

64

70

X862 - TRANSOM/MULLION'Z'
Reinforcement Options:

S855 (Light)
S862 (Stepped)
S841 (Heavy)

70

46

X870 - FLOATING  MULLION
Reinforcement Options:

RCM870

26 43

70

57 53
70

X844 - CASEMENT 'T' SASH
Reinforcement Options:

RCM844
RCM839
S844 (Lockside)
S845 (Non-Lockside)

X845 - CASEMENT 'Z' SASH
Reinforcement Options:

RCM844
RCM839
S844 (Lockside)
S845 (Non-Lockside)

57

55

70

X865 -  DOOR MIDRAIL
Reinforcement Options:

S865
A865SP (Screw Ported)

27

70

X848 - DOOR 'Z' SASH
Reinforcement Options:

S848 (Lockside)
S847 (Hingeside)
RCM840 (Flag Hinge Attachment)

29

29

70

X847 - DOOR 'T' SASH
Reinforcement Options:

S848 (Lockside)
S847 (Hingeside)
RCM840 (Flag Hinge Attachment)

211

27

70

1842
REPAIR GASKETX836 - OVOLO BEAD

24mm
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X839 - SLIM FRAME
Reinforcement Options:

RCM839
S839

03

70

X841 - LARGE FRAME
Reinforcement Options:

RCM839
S839

06

04

70

X832 - TILT & TURN SASH
Reinforcement Options:

S832

70

15 55
15 55 15 55 15 55

15 55
1555

15 55
15 55

15 55 15 55

15 55

15 55

15 55 15 55

S842S835

RCM844

S862S841
S844

S839

A865SP

RCM870

RCM840

S848

S847

S848

S847

MAIN PROFILES

03

180

155

03

85

03

X790 85mm CILL
Use with end caps 2280

X79 155mm CILL1
Use with end caps 2218

X792  180mm CILL
Use with end caps 2220

RCM791

X838 - OVOLO BEAD
28mm

Low Threshold Option
Use with end caps 2617

51

X875

A875

RCM839

RCM840

Tel: Fax: 01952 29277001952 280550

RCM791

RCM791

S839

2315 - TRIPLE GLAZE BEAD
44mm

259019

05-12 - ISSUE 6

All information in this publication is provided for guidance only and is given in good faith. As it is company
policy to continually improve products, methods and materials, changes of specification may be made from
time to time without prior notice. This statement does not affect your statutory rights. SBP LTD.©

MAIN PROFILES



sCulptured system
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ANCILLARIES
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Conserving resourCes

Twentyfour-Seven benefits from Swish’s experience, 

particularly in PVC-U recycling, to set the benchmark  

for sustainable PVC-U products. It can be used to  

create frames for everyday installations that have  

a recycled content of 22% - in excess of the BRE’s 

guidelines – and in certain newbuild applications  

up to 30%. When combined with the appropriate  

glass the five chamber construction can easily achieve  

a Class A energy rating. 

Twentyfour-Seven also conserves your resources.  

Its clever labour-saving features mean you need less 

man-hours to make and fit every frame.

Within a few short years issues of 
environmental sustainability have come 
to touch every aspect of our lives.  
Twentyfour-Seven is the first PVC-U 
window and door system that has been 
specifically designed to reduce energy 
and conserve raw materials.



The Twentyfour-seven system from  
Swish is one of the most modern and 
energy efficient profile systems available. 

C Window Energy Ratings may be a minimum standard 

requirement now but why settle for just a C rating? 

With Twentyfour-seven, you can fabricate the full range 

of windows including the new A+ rating..

In addition we offer a unique tool 

to allow you to demonstrate 

compliance on any number of 

window specifications. Our easy to 

use, U-ComplyN calculator, is 

an online tool which allows 

fabricators to calculate the 

thermal performance of an 

unlimited number of window 

specifications.
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RCM Reinforcement

Swish’s revolutionary RCM recycled composite material 

reinforcement is the environmentally sustainable 

alternative to steel or aluminium. It is also more 

workable than steel and its use reduces factory noise 

levels. Above all else, using RCM lifts the recycled 

content of Twentyfour-Seven frames to around 22%, 

above the 20% target set by the BRE for products  

used in newbuild projects.
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conServinG reSourceS
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Within a few short years issues of 
environmental sustainability have come 
to touch every aspect of our lives.  
Twentyfour-Seven is the first PVC-U 
window and door system that has been 
specifically designed to reduce energy 
and conserve raw materials.

When we designed Twentyfour-Seven  
we took a clean sheet of paper and  
listed our priorities. For fabricators and 
installers the new system needed to be 
cost-effective and labour-saving, so  
we built in innovative fabrication and 
installation features learnt from our 
experience of making and fitting frames. 

For homeowners we have made Twentyfour-Seven 

attractive, with slim sightlines. We also used our  

multi-million pound investment in environmentally 

sustainable PVC-U technology to make the range 

energy efficient. 

All of which adds up to a window and door system 

purpose-made for modern fabricators, installers  

and homes. 
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Sustainable Design

TwenTy four Seven SySTem

Twentyfour-Seven conserves 

the earth’s resources. Its five 

chamber, 70mm front to back 

design minimises energy use in the 

home and its high level of recycled 

content in the RCM reinforcement 

means it uses fewer raw materials 

during production. As a PVC-U 

product it also has a   35 year 

lifespan after which it can be 

recycled up to 10 times to give  

a total life of 350 years.

Recycled Material

The combination of innovative components within  

the Twentyfour-Seven system, like RCM reinforcement, 

mean that the range can achieve a 22% recycled 

material rating for most window applications, and  

up to 30% for newbuild projects. This exceeds the BRE’s 

target of 20% and is amongst the highest  

levels in the industry.

The Swish Difference 

  40 years experience and brand presence 

in PVC-U home improvements 

  Your business matters to us, whatever 

your size: we support you every step  

of the way

  Improve your conversion rates and 

average order value with the only 

recognisable retail brand available from 

any systems company

  Practical, proven marketing techniques 

bring you more customers prepared to 

pay a premium   

  Make the windows you need  

for the markets you serve
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during production. As a PVC-U 

product it also has a   35 year 

lifespan after which it can be 

recycled up to 10 times to give  

a total life of 350 years.

Recycled Material

The combination of innovative components within  

the Twentyfour-Seven system, like RCM reinforcement, 

mean that the range can achieve a 22% recycled 

material rating for most window applications, and  

up to 30% for newbuild projects. This exceeds the BRE’s 
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levels in the industry.

The Swish Difference 

  40 years experience and brand presence 

in PVC-U home improvements 

  Your business matters to us, whatever 

your size: we support you every step  

of the way

  Improve your conversion rates and 

average order value with the only 

recognisable retail brand available from 

any systems company

  Practical, proven marketing techniques 

bring you more customers prepared to 

pay a premium   
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Triple GlazinG SoluTion

Whilst the Twentyfour-seven 
system can achieve impressive 
Window Energy Ratings and  
U-values with double glazed units 
we also offer the opportunity to 
upgrade to triple glazed units.

Capable of achieving a U-value of 0.8 with 

standard specification components the 

Twentyfour-seven Triple 

Glazed solution also 

has the benefit of 

providing greatly 

improved acoustic 

performance.

 Capable of achieving a U-value of 0.8

 Improved acoustic performance

 Maintains slim attractive appearance of a fully 

sculptured system

 Full range of hardware available to order with 

the profile

 Can be used in a wide range of window and 

door styles including casement, tilt/turn, pivot, 

French, residential doors and tilt/slide patio 

doors 

 RCM reinforcement

 Available in White, Rosewood and Light Oak 

from stock and the full range of Options foils 

available to order

Features at a glance
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